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Increased Use of Renewable Energy


NASA’s grim budgetary future; foreign archeologists digging to China; etc.

Can OSI Withstand a Scientific Backlash?

Bernadine Healy: A New Leadership Style at NIH

BA Meets in Plymouth on Dinosaurs’ Birthday: Dinosaur’s Changing Image ■ Video-tunneling to School

UK Diabetics Plan Insulin Suit

Briefings: Ozone Mapper Survives Soviet Coup ■ Good Yews ■ Who Is Tops in Brain Research? ■ NASA’s Fall Colors

A “Mitey” Theory for Gene Jumping ■ Getting a Jump on Gene Transfer in Drosophila

Latest Quarry in the Quasar Quest

A Better Way to Make the Medicine Go Down

Polymer Scientists Work to Beef Up Biosensors

When Biotas Meet: Understanding Biotic Interchange: G. J. Vermeij

Vapor-Phase Fabrication and Properties of Continuous-Filament Ceramic Composites: T. M. Besmann, B. W. Sheldon, R. A. Lowden, D. P. Stinton


The Greenhouse and Antigreenhouse Effects on Titan: C. P. McKay, J. B. Pollack, R. Courtin

Reversible Decrease of Gel-Solvent Friction: M. Tokita and T. Tanaka
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Light microscope image of the dorsal view of the mite *Proctolaelaps regalis* (×20). The red spot at the caudal end of each mite is pigment that is retained in the posterior hindgut before excretion. This pigment has its origin in the eye of *Drosophila* flies, on which the mite feeds. This mite is a potential vector for the horizontal transfer of genes between different species of *Drosophila*. See page 1125. [Image by M. A. Houck, University of Arizona]
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